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Our school Absence Procedure is guided by Local Authority Policy Guidance relating to Special 
Leave Provisions and The Management of Employee Absence and Ill Health Capability 
Procedure (for all teaching and support staff). 
 
At Enfield County we recognise that a certain amount of absence due to ill health, as well as 
other genuine reasons, is inevitable from time to time and it is important to have a policy that 
deals with absence in a fair, reasonable, consistent and supportive manner.  However, repeated 
absence has an overall impact on the day-to-day management of the school and causes concern 
for a variety of reasons, such as: 
 
 The individual who is absent may need additional support  
 It interferes with student learning and support 
 It creates an extra burden of work on colleagues 
 It has a high financial cost to the school 
 
If you are absent from work please ensure you follow the procedures set out below: 

Notification of Absence 

1) Teaching staff must phone Mike Tew, Cover Organiser on 07798615362, before 7am, if 
possible, on the day of sick absence.  (He will also need to know before 7am on the day 
of return that you are returning to work) 

Say in general terms what is wrong with you, how long you think you are likely to be 
away; outline the position with your work to help with cover arrangements.  Please 
note:unless you have made alternative arrangements, where possible, cover 
instructions must be emailed to ecscover@enfieldcs.enfield.sch.uk . The school office 
will oversee cover distribution before the start of the school day.  

Support staff must inform the School Business Manager at HW if possible, before 7am 
on the day of absence on the following school number 020 8362 7602 or before the first 
working day of absence. (Although staff would want to contact their team about their 
absence the policy must be followed e.g. a message must be left on the School Business 
Manager’s direct line in the first instance)  

2) Keep in regular touch with your designated contact if you are absent over a long period.  
Communication in long-term sick absence is essential in assisting the school with the 
planning and preparation of arranging suitable cover. 

Returning to Work After Absence 

1) If you do not wish or are unable to give a complete description of the reason for your 
absence over the phone it will be necessary to provide this information on your return to 
work to the School Business Manager or the member(s) of the school leadership team 
with related return to work responsibility. This is to support a whole school overview of 
staff absence, with recognition of the need for confidentiality and to provide opportunity 
to discuss any support that you may require or that can be offered in your returning to 
work.  

2) All staff on their return to work from absence should meet with their line manager who 
can provide an update on any relevant matters within the department and school as a 
whole.  They will also be required to provide a doctor’s certificate if sickness covers more 
than seven days, which needs to be given to the School Business Manager. 

mailto:ecscover@enfieldcs.enfield.sch.uk
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Concerns in Relation to Absence 

1. If your level of absence is high or becoming of concern in relation to an absence trigger 
level (no 6), a member of SLT and School Business Manager will wish to discuss the matter 
with you to explore the reasons.  If the situation doesn’t improve and your absences 
continue to be a cause for concern, it may lead to more formal proceedings in order to find 
a way to resolve the situation.  You will always be entitled to be accompanied by a 
Professional Association/Trade Union Representative or a work colleague at formal 
meetings.  You may be referred to the Occupational Health Service (OHS) so that any 
underlying medical cause for your absences can be identified.  Your absences will be 
monitored and you may be set standards to improve your attendance.  Ultimately, if there 
is insufficient improvement, after discussion, monitoring and review, it may be necessary 
to take formal action under the Ill Health Capability Procedure, which could lead to your 
dismissal. 

2. In cases where an employee has failed to follow the absence procedure, has taken 
unauthorised leave or where sickness absence is found not to be genuine, the matter may 
be dealt with under the Disciplinary Procedure. 

3. Where there is an extended absence and/or where there is no return date in the 
foreseeable future, or there are persistent or intermittent short-term absences, the matter 
will need to be further considered in terms of a way forward to resolve the situation.  In 
some cases, no action will be taken other than maintaining contact and offering support, 
e.g. if the employee has had an operation and is likely to be fit after a specified period. 

4. In other cases, you may be referred to the OHS to explore likely return to work and 
whether any adjustments to the workplace or duties could facilitate a return.  Advice from 
the OHS will be discussed with you and your Representative. 

5. If the absence(s) continue(s) and/or there are no options for facilitating a return to work 
or otherwise resolving the problem, then ultimately your employment may be at risk and 
you may be dismissed on health grounds under the Ill Health Capability Procedure.  

6. The use of trigger levels will assist in determining expected standards and will also help to 
ensure that all employees are treated in a fair, consistent and supportive manner.  Triggers 
will indicate that an individual’s level of absence may be a cause for concern and that 
further investigation of the circumstances is required.  Levels of absence need to be set 
which, if exceeded, will trigger a management interview and/or, as appropriate, a letter to 
the individual.  Clearly, there will be a need for sensitivity according to the circumstances 
of the case and particular illness.  

Triggers will apply in each of the following circumstances: 
 

One continuous period totalling 15 working days absence in 12 months 
or 

Two or more separate periods of absence totalling 15 working days in 12 months 
or 

4 separate periods of absence of any length in one term 
or 

Intermittent absence which is a cause for concern 
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Leave of Absence Outside Designated School Holidays 
Staff should be aware of the situation with regard to requests for personal leave of absence 
outside designated school holidays, especially with reference to requests for leave either side of 
school holidays which if granted would extend the actual holiday period.  
 
LA guidelines actually allow very little personal leave to be granted, for example we are allowed 
one day (paid) for moving house or to attend the wedding of a near relative as well as time off for 
hospital appointments that cannot be made in holiday time.  The Headteacher is also allowed 
discretion to grant leave of absence (paid and unpaid) for other reasons.  A complete list of the 
absence entitlement is available in the Local Authority’s Leave Provisions Policy, which can be 
accessed in the staff information area under school policies. 
 
Colleagues need to be aware that the granting of leave of absence outside designated school 
holidays particularly at the beginning and end of terms (or half terms) for reasons other than 
those listed is not seen as acceptable by the LA.   
 
To clarify, school leave of absence outside designated school holidays other than the areas listed 
above, or absence that would extend the school holiday period will not be granted.  We would 
therefore urge colleagues to always check the term dates carefully and ensure that flights etc. are 
booked in our actual holiday time because in fairness to other colleagues it is important that this 
policy is adopted consistently across the school without exception. 
 

Unauthorised Absence 
Unauthorised absence causes extreme disruption to the day-to-day running of the school.  Please 
be aware that unauthorised absence could result in the school considering disciplinary action for 
professional misconduct. 
 

Teaching Staff 
If teaching staff know in advance that they need to be absent from school or lessons either for 
professional development or for a personal matter, (e.g. hospital appointment) a white Leave of 
Absence form needs to be completed and given to the Deputy Head or AHT Curriculum at the 
upper site for authorisation.  Requests for professional development should be submitted to the 
AHT for CPD as soon as possible for authorisation to be given.  For some matters (e.g. a child’s 
graduation) a Discretionary Leave of Absence form needs to be completed and given to the 
Headteacher with as much notice as possible.  
 
Confirmation of permission to be absent is made by the return of the tear-off slip at the foot of 
the Leaves of Absence forms.  Colleagues will be covered if they have received the tear-off slip.   
 
Support Staff 
Support staff Leave of Absence forms are green and can be obtained from the staff room and 
should be given to the School Business Manager for authorisation with as much notice as 
possible.  Please see the Support Staff Leave section of Provisions Policy Document in the 
Shared Area of the server for further clarity in relation to requests. 
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Childcare and Dependants 
We recognise on occasion, that staff will be absent to cover childcare and other dependant’s 
emergencies.  However, the expectation is that this type of absence should be for emergencies 
only and that alternative arrangements by staff would need to be put in place where regular 
care for children and dependants is required.  We would hope that staff would not need to take 
time off for childcare and dependents unless in extreme emergencies.  However, our policy 
allows one day paid leave annually for emergency childcare and dependants’ within the 
academic year.  Additional time off would be unpaid. 

Punctuality 
Arriving Late 
Staff who are late are required to notify the relevant colleague as soon as possible, or otherwise 
report immediately on arrival should the circumstances not allow for advance notice. On arrival 
to school they will also need to notify a member of SLT (if not immediately, then at morning 
break). Staff whose repeated lateness continues to cause concern will be invited to a meeting 
with a member of SLT, where support and monitoring measures will be put in place. 
 
Leaving Early 
If you find on arrival to work that you are unwell or have to leave due to an emergency during 
the working day, please inform the School Business Manager. If this is not possible you should 
inform the Headteacher or most senior member of staff available. 
 

Medical and Dental Appointments 

Medical and dental appointments must be made outside of school, or working, hours or during 
school holidays.  The only exceptions to this requirement will be in the event of an emergency 
or particular difficulty, or in relation to hospital appointments which are rarely negotiable. 

Note: The requirements in relation to medical and dental appointments do not apply to ante-
natal appointments.  Any pregnant employee has the right to be paid time off to attend ante-natal 
care. 
 
The above procedure complies with The Management of employee absence and ill health 
capability procedures for all teaching and support staff, February 2017.  A copy of the full policy 
document is available in the staff information area, under school policies.  For further clarity 
please see the School Business Manager. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 


